
CCT, 10 channels,
10 -number memory
ET -498. Offers many of the
latest advances in cordless
phone technology. Ad-
vanced Super CCT circuitry
and 10 -channel operation
combine to reduce noisy
static and improve recep-
tion. There's also base -to -
handset paging and auto -
connect, which lets you an-
swer a call without pressing
any buttons. Also features last -
number redial, flash button,

COM-LOK security coding. Hearing aid
compatible. (TSP) 43-1003 .. 119.99

CCT sound,
10 -number memory
ET -497. Advanced Super
CCT circuitry for clear
sound, plus 10 -number
auto -dialing. The Auto-
matic Access -Protection
Code blocks access to your
line-the codes are vir-
tually impossible to crack
because they change every
time the handset is placed
on the base! Hearing aid
compatible for use with
hearing aids that have a "T"
(telephone) switch. (TSP)
43-1002 89.99
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lic"- Value -priced upright cordless
ET -501. Thanks to the upright handset, this veryafford-
able cordless phone fits almost anywhere. It's especially
useful for anyone who lives in an apartment-
the 65,000 -combination auto -set security code
randomly changes to prevent other nearby cordless
phones from accessing your line. Last -number
redial calls back the last number you dialed at the
touch of a button. There's also a flash button for
use with special phone company services like
Call -Waiting and 3 -Way Calling. Flexible rub-
ber antenna on handset. The ET -501 is also
compatible with hearing aids that have a "T"
(telephone) switch. (TSP)
43-1004 59.99

OCCT sound,
fashion styling
ET -504. The ele-
gant styling of the
ET -504 really sets
it apart from other
cordless tele-
phones. But its
beauty isn't just
skin-deep: it offers
a full complement
of features, includ-
ing Advanced

Super CCT circuitry for super clarity,
base -to -handset pagirg, plus last -
number redial, flash and privacy but-
tons. (TSP) 43-1007 99.99

CCT, 9 -number memory
ET -397. Advanced Super
CCT circuitry for improved
sound quality and greater
effective operating range.
Nine -number memory
quickly dials frequently
called numbers, touch-
redial automatically calls the
last number you dialed, flash
button lets you more easily
use special phone company
services. Flexible antenna, se-
curity code. LED charging
and low -battery indicators.
(TSP) 43-568 79.99

CCT, 10 channels,
20 -number memory
ET -442. The handset stores
upright in the charger, which
means this attractive, full -
featured cordless takes up less
space than non -upright models
Advanced Super CCT circuitry
and 10 -channel operation
combine for extra -clear recep-
tion. Has 20 -number speed
dialing memory, 65,000 -
combination auto -set security
code, redial, flash button anc
base -to -handset paging. (TSP)
43-574 119.99

01 CCT, 10 channels,
3 -number memory
ET -505. An outstanding
value, with Advanced Super
CCT circuitry for static
reduction, 10 -channel op-
eration that enhances re-
ception, base -to -handset
paging and even a volume
control. Stores your choice
of up to three telephone
numbers for quick, conve-
nient auto -dialing. Also fea-
tures last -number redial, a
flash button, plus a flexible

rubber antenna on the handset. (TSP)
43-1008 99.99

Budget -priced
cordless
ET -496. Our budget cord-
less is sure to please-it
comes with great features at
a great price! You get one -
touch redial of the last num-
ber you've called, a 65,000 -
combination security code,
which prevents others from
using your phone line with-
out your knowledge or per-
mission. With telescoping
antenna. LED charging indi-
cator tells you when the
phone is charging. (TSP)
43-1001 59.99

CCT sound,
20 -number memory
ET -441. Advanced Super
CCT circuitry clears static
for great sound. 20 -
number memory. Also
features base -to -handset
Paging, last -number re -
dial, a flash button for use
with phone company ser-
vices, plus a flexible rub-
ber antenna on the
handset. Was 99.99 in
1994 Catalog. (TSP)
43-573, New Low
Price! 89.99

CCT upright

ET -502. Our lowest -
priced upright with
Advanced Super CCT
circuitry to reduce
static and improve
clarity. Digital Security
Coding with 65,000
combinations. And
it features base -to -
handset paging, last -

number redial, a flash button for use with ser-
vices like Call -Waiting and 3 -Way Calling,
plus a flexible rubber antenna on the handset.
(TSP) 43-1005 79.99

All Radio Shack cordless phones are listed to U.L. standards.


